Study Aids Subscription Video
Image: Woman on subway, leaning into pole, looking at her smart phone and using her index
finger.
Audio: West Academic Study Aids Subscription gives you immediate online access to more than
500 study aids and now it’s available on your mobile device.
Image: Web page with search bar at top and thumbnails in the main body of the page.
Audio: Down load books and audio lectures directly to your phone, receive complete texts of print
study aids at your fingertips for virtually every law school course you take. Simply mark books
and audio lectures to be available offline.
Image: West Academic Library mobile app
Audio: Then download the free West Academic Library mobile app from the app store or Google
Play. From the app,
Image: image of books on screen
Audio: sign into your account and see the list of books and audio lectures you’ve selected to be
viewed offline.
Image: of e-reader text
Audio: There is an e-reader built into the app, so you can highlight, take notes and bookmark
relevant content. All of your marked up content will show up in your mobile device and your
computer.
Image: Cover image of books
Audio: Study Aid subscription offers many tools to help you learn and boost your confidence. So
you can improve your performance in class and on exams. Case briefs, outlines, overviews, exam
prep titles, audio lectures and more.
Image: Three students in a classroom, shifts down to one student writing at a desk, then moves to
three students looking at a laptop.
Audio: Keep watching to see all the features Study Aids subscription has to offer.
Image: Focus on Criminal Law’ keywords in search bar while cursor selects ‘search’, and results
load onto page.
Audio: Improved search functionality makes text searching more robust; one query searches the
entire collection.
Image: Cursor hovers over filter options in ‘Search Results’ box.
Audio: Search by keyword, book type, subject, or series. Then filter by relevancy, including
author, publication date, and more.
Image: Hover over Gilbert Law Dictionary result.
Audio: Gilbert Law Dictionary term definitions conveniently display at the top of the search
results page.

Image: Search page with 1L and 2L/3L materials drop down menus.
Audio: For a deeper dive, quickly search for 1L, 2L, and 3L materials.
Image: Cursor opens Series drop-down menu and hovers over the menu options.
Audio: Click on the series drop down to view the available study aid series or locate audio lectures
in the Law School Legends Audio or Sum & Substance Audio series.
Image: Cursor selects ‘Academic Success,’ and results show on the screen.
Audio: You can even view popular Academic Success and Career Guides from the drop-down
menus at the top of the page.
Image: Zoomed in focus on ‘Recently Viewed’ section.
Audio: Conveniently access frequently used study aids from the recently viewed titles.
Image: Focus shifts to ‘Most Popular at Your School’ section.
Audio: With school wide subscriptions, you can see what is most popular at your school.
Image: Focus shifts to ‘Recent Releases’ section.
Audio: Stay up-to-date on the latest editions of your study aids with recent releases.
Image: Focus shifts to ‘Recommended Series’ section.
Audio: Not sure which series is right for you? Visit the recommended series section to see
suggestions for which series to use across the semester.
Image: Focus on Contracts, 7th Edition ‘Search in Book’ results.
Audio: The book detail page makes it easy to find information with keyword searching.
Image: Focus on ‘Browse Book’ tab results and cursor selects topic in book. Focus shifts to book
topic contents.
Audio: The Table of Contents is interactive for simplified navigation; just click on the topic and
jump to it within the chapter.
Image: Focus on book topic contents with keywords appearing to the side.
Audio: Easily highlight, take notes, and print pages within the study aid.
Image: Cursor hovers over the ‘Play’ button and then hovers over the ‘View Transcript’ button.
Audio: For audio lectures, click on the play tracks tab, or click the
transcript button to view the lecture in print.
Image: Focus on search bar containing ‘High Court Case Summaries Dukeminier’ keywords.
Audio: Study Aids Subscription offers you thousands of pages of sound advice and guidance
online, anytime.

Image: Cursor selects search result and focus shifts to “Title Assurance’ search in book.
Audio: High Court Case Summaries set the standard for case briefs and are keyed to the most
widely used casebooks.
Image: Focus on Chapter 8 content, with keywords appearing to the side.
Audio: A well-written case brief is invaluable for learning and remembering the case facts, issues,
and rationales.
Image: Focus on ‘Nutshell’ keyword in search box and search results load. Shift to focus on
‘Browse Book’ tab contents.
Audio: The Nutshell Series offers over 150 compact titles for a quick, simplified, and thorough
summation of the law.
Image: Focus on ‘Search in Book’ tab results.
Audio: Use overviews when beginning a new course, or investigating an area of practice.
Image: Focus on Gilbert Law Summaries ‘Search in Book’ tab results. Shift to focus on Chapter 2
contents.
Audio: Black Letter Outlines and Gilbert Law Summaries simplify outline writing, helping you
prepare efficiently for classroom discussions and exams.
Image: Focus on ‘Acing civil procedure’ keywords in search box and search results load. Shift to
focus on ‘Search in Book’ tab results.
Audio: And, at the end of the semester, the Acing series and Exam Pro titles will help you
confidently prepare for final exams.
Image: Focus on unauthenticated home page with cursor hovering near ‘Sign In.’
Audio: West Academic Study Aids subscription is an affordable and convenient way to stay ahead
and be well prepared for the semester.
Image: Focus on the unauthenticated home page, and cursor points to the ‘Law School Librarians’
section.
Audio: Many law school libraries already offer Study Aids Subscription. Librarians and faculty
can request free access.
Image: Cursor selects ‘Law Students’ section on unauthenticated home page, and focus shifts to
Study Aids Subscription Free Trail page.
Audio: Students can start with a free trial, then purchase for as low as $15 per month. What are
you waiting for? Signing up is fast and easy.
Image: Screen shows URL, subscription.westacademic.com, on a blank background.
Audio: Start your West Academic Study Aids Subscription today at
subscription.westacademic.com.

